
FACE 
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MAKE ME BLUSH! 
 
 
C O NC E P T 
This light-as-air, flexible cheek color has a  
cushion bouncy fun texture, glides on for 
easy  blendability and locks into place for a  
natural flush of color. This completely  
silicone-free formula does not require an air  
tight component. 
 
 
Texture: Bouncy mousse 

Application: Cushion texture, silky glide 

Coverage: Medium, buildable 

Finish: Natural 

Wear: Comfortable, long wearing 
 

HOW TO US E IT  
Apply sparingly with fingers directly to skin or dab  
onto cheeks and blend out. Can layer to build  
intensity. 
 
 

PAC KAGING  
Airtight packaging NOT required. Can be poured  
into jar or a pot. 

W HY W E L OV E IT  
•  Bouncy, Fun, sensorial texture 
•  Natural flush of color 
•  Buildable formula 
•  Vegan, gluten-free 
•  Leaping Bunny Compliant 
 

W HY IT WO R KS 
Imparts formula adhesion. Creates a lightweight, flexible film  
that adheres to the skin for long wear and flexibility 

 
Spherical Silica 
Offers optical blurring for a soft focus effect 

 
Shea Butter 
Provides slip upon application to help deliver a moisturized 
effect 

 
WHIPPED 
BOUNCY  BLUSH 

FACE 

Formula Number 
TBD 

Confidential and Proprietary 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



EYES 
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W HY W E L OV E IT  
•  Helps to fill and shape brow with low to medium  

coverage 
•  Provides a natural looking, full brow 
•  Vegan, gluten-free 
•  Leaping Bunny Compliant 

 
W HY IT WO R KS 
Treated Pigments 
Promotes optimal formula payoff and lid adhesion for 
long wearing, true-to-pan color 
 
Lauroyl Lysine 
Imparts a precise and creamy texture for ease in  
application, layer after layer, for extended wear that  
won’t settle into lid creases 

 
TATTOO 
ILLUSION 
BROW  MASCARA 

EYES 

YOUR SECRET WEAPON FOR  
PERFECT BROWS 
 
 
C O NC E P T 
Tattoo Illusion formula to create fuller  
brows with a natural finish, comfortable feel  
and extended wear. 
 
 
Texture: Rich Creamy mascara 

Application: Smooth 

Coverage: Low to medium, buildable 

Finish: Natural, matte 

Wear: Comfortable and lightweight, extended wear 
 

HOW TO US E IT  
Apply in small strokes using an angled brow brush,  
comb through and shape as desired Tattoo 

Formula Number 
TBD 

Confidential and Proprietary 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



EMPHASIZE YOUR EYES! 
 
 
C O NC E P T 
Creates vivid color impact and comfortable, 
and  wear. 

Texture: Creamy suspension  

Application: Smooth and silky  

Coverage: Medium to high  

Finish: Soft matte 

Wear: Lightweight and long wearing 
 

 
HOW TO US E IT  
Apply with eyeliner or angled brush 

W HY W E L OV E IT  
•  Delivers intense color payoff 
•  Semi permanent (last over 24h), flexible, 

bendable, no smudge 
•  Medium to high coverage 
•  Creates a bold yet softer line 
•  Great for under eye lining 
•  Gluten-free 
•  Vegan / Leaping Bunny Compliant for Teal only 

 
W HY IT WO R KS 
Treated Pigments 
Promotes optimal formula payoff and lid adhesion for  
long wearing, true-to-pan color 
 
Lauroyl Lysine 
Imparts a precise and creamy texture for ease in  
application, layer after layer, for extended wear that  
won’t settle into lid creases 

 
TATTOO ILLUSION  
SEMIPERMANENT 
EYELINER 

EYES 

Formula Number 
TBD 

Confidential and Proprietary 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



LIPS 
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RICH COLOR LIPS WILL LOOK 
MORE NATURAL THAN EVER 
 
 
C O NC E P T 
Peelable Lip Colored mask that will transfer 
(tattoo) some of the color to the lips, after 
the removal of the film for natural lips 
 
 
Texture: Creamy glossy film 

Application: Applied effortlessly, smooth and 

velvety 

Coverage: Sheer coverage after film is removed 

Finish: Natural look 

Wear: 2-6 hours 
 

HOW TO USE  IT  
Use the end of the applicator to line your  
lips. Then use the flat side to fill in. Wait until 
dries, then peel off 

W HY W E L OV E IT  
•  Natural look lips, revived to their natural color 

•  Lip gloss or lip balm can be used after peel off to 
enhance the shine 

•  Vegan, gluten-free 
•  Leaping Bunny Compliant 
 

W HY IT WO R KS 
Color will be transferred to lips to offer an 
enhanced color 
 
Sodium Hyaluronate 
Hydrates and nourishes lips 
 
Film Former Matrix 
Enables formula to adhere onto lips for breathable,  
extended wear without smudging 

TATTOO 
ILLUSION 
PEEL OFF LIP 
MASK 

LIPS 

Formula Number 
TBD 

Confidential and Proprietary 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



SKINCARE 
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WHY WE L OVE IT  

Formula Number 
TBD 

SKI NCARE 

* Indicates claims levels 

Confidential and Proprietary 

CLEAR BOUNCY 
CLEANSING STICK 
MOCHI LIKE 
TEXTURE 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



THE EVOLUTION OF A RITUAL  
BEGINS WITH A CLEANSER YOU  
LOVE 

CONCEPT 
Better than a traditional oil cleanser, this  
J-beauty inspired cleanser has a unique  
bi-continuous structure that gently  
dissolves makeup and skin impurities  
while helping skin retain moisture,  
minimize inflammation and promote skin 
brightening. The texture is lightweight and  
rinses away easily leaving skin perfectly  
supple and primed for toner or treatment  
steps. 

#THEARTOFCLEANSING  
#BESTINCLASS  
#JBEAUTY2.0 

HOW TO USE IT  
Apply a generous amount into hands and  
massage onto wet or dry skin. Wipe away with a  
cotton pad, warm washcloth or sponge to remove  
makeup. Rinse with warm water and pat dry. 

WHY WE L OVE IT  
•  Lightweight, pillow-like feel in application 
•  Dissolves makeup and cleanses in one step 
•  Excellent for sensitive skin; but ideal for all skin types 
•  Sulfate, paraben, fragrance and preservative free 
•  Vegan, gluten-free 
•  Leaping Bunny Compliant 

WHY IT WORKS 
Sakura (Cherry Blossom Flower) Extract 
Promotes collagen synthesis; skin brightening 

Japanese Sake Extract (Rice Ferment Filtrate) 
Skin conditioning and skin lightening 

Centella Asiatica Leaf Extract 
Anti-inflammatory, anti-redness, overall skin calming 

JAPANESE BATH 
BI-CONTINUOUS 
CLEANSER 

Formula Number 
TBD 

SKINCARE 

* Indicates functional levels 

Confidential and Proprietary 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



Formula Number 
TBD 

SKINCARE 

* Indicates functional levels 

Confidential and Proprietary 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



Formula Number 
TBD 

SKINCARE 

* Indicates functional levels 

Confidential and Proprietary 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



BATH &  BODY 

Confidential and Proprietary 



DESIGNED FOR THE ATHLETE IN  
ALL OF US 

C O NC E P T 
Formulated for every athlete, whether  
marathon runner, surfer or weekend hot  
yogi this refreshing body wash gently  
eliminates sweat and neutralizes odor  
naturally while hydrating and  rejuvenating 
your skin. Built in anti-  microbial properties 
leave you feeling  and smelling fresh all 
day. 

HOW TO US E IT  
Apply to body with hands or using a sponge to  
work into a lather. Rinse off and go. 

W HY W E L OV E IT  
•  Sulfate free formula with <1% natural fragrance 
•  Mild yet effective cleansing properties on skin and hair 
•  Natural deodorant properties built in 
•  Vegan; gluten-free 
•  Leaping Bunny Compliant 

W HY IT WO R KS 
Trehalose Saccharide* 
Naturally derived sugar molecule that helps prevent body odor 

Saccharomyces Ferment Filtrate* 
Safe and effective natural odor neutralization using fermented  
enzyme technology 

Clary Sage Extract* 
Mild astringent with natural anti-microbial properties 

Houttuynia Cordata (Dokudami) Extract 
An ancient medicinal herb popular in Japan with natural anti-  
bacterial and healing properties; boosts foaming 

Lactic Acid 
One of the most effective AHAs to smooth, brighten and refresh  
skin by eliminating clogged pores and dead skin on skin 
surface 

 
SULFATE 
FREE  BODY 
WASH 

BATH &  BODY 

Formula Number   
TBD * Indicates functional levels 

Confidential and Proprietary 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



BODY BOOT CAMP IN A JAR –  
SMOOTH, TONE AND RESTORE 

CONCEPT 
A unique “whip" texture moisturizer that  
combines exotic natural butters with  
active hyaluronic acid, lactobacillus  
ferment, turmeric and sandalwood to  
replenish dry, damaged or dehydrated  
skin and leave skin feeling incredibly soft,  
smooth and nourished after just one use. 

WHY WE L OVE IT  
•  Luxurious texture that replenishes and  

restores skin moisture beyond the surface 

•  Eco-conscious formula made with sustainably 
sourced exotic butters 

•  High natural % formula 

•  Vegan, gluten-free 

•  Leaping Bunny Compliant 

HOW TO USE IT  
Use generously to restore moisture and softness  
to dry, dehydrated skin from head to toe 

WHY IT WORKS 
Shea Butter 
Rich skin emollient; moisturizing and soothing properties 

Coconut Oil 
Skin emollient, helps heal and repair 

Sodium Hyaluronate (Multi-molecular)* 
Targets all layers of the dermis promoting microcirculation; nutrient  
absorption and hydration; smooths and plumps skin 

Turmeric Root Extract 
Rich in antioxidants, detoxifying and improves skin radiance and  
tone 

Sandalwood Seed Extract 
Promotes cellular detoxification for anti-inflammatory benefits; skin  
firming 

Indian Gooseberry Root Extract 
Blue light protection; promotes skin luminosity 

Lactobacillus Ferment Lysate 
Activates cellular renewal and collagen production to improve skin  
texture and soften appearance of wrinkles 

Bacuri Butter 
Nourishing butter rich in minerals - magnesium, zinc, calcium and  
vitamins D2, E and K and amino acids 

Tucuma Butter 
Emollient buter rich in lauric and myristic acid; deep hydration and  
fast absorption 

Cupuacau Butter 
Improves skin elasticity and strengthens skin barrier; excellent for  
dry/damaged skin 

Murumuru Butter 
Emolleint butter rich in lauric, myristic and oleic acids; high  
moisturization and restorative properties; firming 

* Indicates functional levels 

 
WHIPPED SKIN  
SOUFFLE 

Formula Number  
TBD 

BATH &  BODY 

Confidential and Proprietary 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



HAIRCARE 

Confidential and Proprietary 



EXTEND AND RENEW YOUR 
COLOR 

CONCEPT 
A super sensorial “jelly” glaze formulated  for 
subtle color correction and enhancing  
performance. 
Violet formula brightens blondes and  
intensifies dark brown and black hair.  
Emerald formula enhances copper-red 
highlights. 
Blue formula combats brassy tones. 

#COLORCARE  
#TEXTUREPLAY  
#PROTIP 

HOW TO USE IT  
Apply generously to hair from root to tip and evenly  
coat hair. Leave in for 3-5 minutes and rinse  
thoroughly. Follow with shampoo and conditioner  
and style as usual. Use 1-2x per week to maintain  
color. 

WHY WE L OVE IT  
•  Unique texture that rinses out easily without any residue 
•  Targets color and adds volumizing and moisturizing  

properties 
•  Sulfate and fragrance free 
•  Vegan, gluten-free 
•  Leaping Bunny Compliant 

WHY IT WORKS 
Custom Blend Of Pigments And Water Soluble Dye* 
Color correcting properties 

Quaternized Lemon Protein* 
Anti-static, shine amplifier and conditioner 

Hydrolyzed Quinoa* 
Adds volume and moisturization; film forming properties 

Amino Acid Complex 
Strengthens hair structure, protects color from fading;  
humectant function 

Turmeric Root Extract And Saffron Flower Extract*  
Specially formulated for blonde; helps brighten color and  
increase shine (Violet) 

Krameria (Rhatany) Triandra Root Extract And Lycopene  
Complex* 
Specially formulated for red hair; boosts copper-red  
highlights (Emerald) 

Krameria (Rhatany) Triandra Root Extract, Scotch Broom  
Extract And Walnut Leaf Extract Complex* 
Specially formulated for black and white hair; helps maintain 
hair color and boosts shine (Blue) 

HAIR COLOR  
GLAZE 

Formula Number 
TBD) 

HAIRCARE 

* Indicates functional levels 

Confidential and Proprietary 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 



WEIGHTLESS AND EFFORTLESS 
DRY STYLE 

CONCEPT 
An innovative texturizing hair putty  
designed with a ceramide complex and  a 
unique blend of natural waxes and  butters 
to strengthen and condition hair  while 
providing weightless, dry texture  
performance. Can be used to build  
volume at the roots or to finish and  style a 
more structured look. Contains  
antioxidants and UV and anti-pollution  
protection actives. 

HOW TO USE IT  
Apply a small amount at a time to dry hair and  
massage in to immediately add texture and  
versatile hold 

WHY WE L OVE IT  
•  Provides the ideal balance of texture and flexibility 
•  Wide range of brilliant colors 
•  Does not weight hair down; great on shorter hair as well  

as longer lengths 
•  For all hair types 
•  Vegan, gluten-free 
•  Leaping Bunny Compliant 

WHY IT WORKS 
Kaolin Clay 
Natural oil absorbing clay; adds texture with matte finish 

Sunflower Wax (Ecocert) 
Lightweight vegetable wax natural emollient; 

Cacao (Cocoa) Seed Butter 
Natural butter; provides slip in application 

Natural Wax Blend (Castor Seed, Candelillia, Sunflower)  
Natural petrolatum replacement to boost moisture and create  
barrier protection 

Hydrolyzed Corn Starch 
Dry styling with retention and anti-frizz properties 

Ceramide Complex* 
Strengthens and conditions hair 

UV/UVB Absorber* 
Damage protection; strengthening 

Soja (Soybean) Seed and Palm Fruit and Rice Water  
Extracts* 
Protection from oxidative stress and free radical damage; 
natural color enhancer 

 
RAINBOW HAIR 
PUTTY 

Claims substantiation and safety testing have not been conducted on this innovation formula. All inherent  
proposed claims are based on supplier testing data when used at efficacious levels. All responsibility of 
necessary  safety and claims testing, outside of in-house integrity testing, reside with the customer. 

Formula Number 
TBD 

HAIRCARE 

* Indicates functional levels 

Confidential and Proprietary 


